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The Argument

Committee and non-committee resident relations are 
imperative not just for successful implementation of the 
process but what happens after:

•Maintenance and upholding of rules on planning 
and construction 
• Approaches to home maintenance 
• Self-conceptions of tenure security and well-being

On this basis, upgrade was a success and a particular 
type of community participation was essential to that 
success.



Methodology

•Data collected over nine months between 2009-2010

•Three settlements (for wider study) – Zwelisha was 
post-implementation

•18 semi-structured interviews with professionals, 
researchers, local political figures

•8 respondents in Zwelisha – recurring interviews to 
document different aspects of change in their lives

•Methods included life histories, community mapping, 
diaries

•Selected to reflect diversity in the settlement 



Policy Context: Upgrades in South 
Africa

Breaking New Ground (2005)
• In situ upgrading preferred approach to slum 
improvement
•Context of national target to ‘eradicate and 
eliminate’ all slums by 2015

Post-Apartheid Constitution (1996)
• Community participation in design and delivery of 
local development, means to empower 

National Housing Code (2009)
•Community engagement reinforced in housing 
delivery



Theories of community participation

Choguill (1996) ‘Ladder of Community Participation
•‘Empowerment’ – community members have 
genuine and specific formal decision making power
•‘Self-Management’ – implies self-help, community-
level activity results from poor or no state delivery

Choguill (1996:442)



Community participation and slum 
upgrades in eThekwini Municipality

Patel, 2012:95



Zwelisha and its Residents
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Zwelisha and its Residents

Developed a housing list

“I had no involvement in the plans. We first heard 
about it at a community meeting… that’s [also] 
when we learnt the house will be two rooms. At 
the meeting only, before that we knew nothing” 
(Interview A, 13/05/10)

“They [the CDC] had a map and showed you, ‘you 
must move here’ – there was no choice. The 
numbers were already written” (Interview B, 
13/05/10)



Zwelisha and its Residents

Facilitate entry and movement of professionals

“The committee helped us a lot to get these 
houses. I’m proud of my house. The municipality 
was not here for long […] I think because our 
place was shacks the municipality thought they 
are not allowed to help us” (Interview C, 
14/05/10)

“We had a small Greenfield site just next to the 
settlement. So we built 50 houses, told the 
community committee, then 50 families moved 
in” (Interview D, 11/11/09)



Zwelisha and its Residents

Attend meetings with formal actors

“The committee reported to us what was 
happening in meetings” (Interview C, 14/05/10)

Effects on CDC – resident relations
1. Instrumentality of CDC in the process
2. Gratitude to CDC, especially among marginal 

groups
3. Legitimization of CDC power, evident in post-

upgrade behaviour



Zwelisha and its Residents



Conclusion: Formal change and 
informal continuity

Assessed against Choguill’s ladder:
CDC-state relations – manipulative, with some 
elements of partnership as the process unfurls
CDC-resident relations – compound of 
manipulation
BUT manipulation of this kind has led to housing, 
improved tenure security and well-being (and 
political empowerment for some) = success!
… or does it?
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